I am going to see a play called **SUDS**!

**SUDS** is a play about doing our **laundry**.

---

**SUDS**

*A new multi-sensory production*
I will travel to the **Clark Studio Theater** in the **Rose Building** at Lincoln Center.

The Rose Building is on **West 65th Street** between Broadway and Amsterdam Avenue.
To get to the theater I may…

walk,

take a car,

a bus,

or a train.
The entrance to the Rose building is not at street level. It’s one level up!

I can take the **stair**, the **escalator**, or the **elevator** to get to the entrance.
When I enter the building, I will get my tickets and meet the **security guard**, who will let me through the turnstile.
Then I will take the elevator up to the 7th floor.
I will meet some **Bluelaces staff** in the 7th floor lobby, where I will wait for the play to start.
I can use the **bathroom** before the play starts.
When it is time for the play to start, I will meet the **Laundry League**! One of the **Laundry League** members will stay with me during the play.

When the play starts, we will go into the **Laundromat**, where we can explore.
I will see the **Laundry Monster** in the Laundromat. He’s not scary or mean – he’s just a little grumpy!

His real name is **Greg**, and he does not like to do his laundry.
When we are in the Laundromat, I will meet **Lavender**. She owns the Laundromat, and is very nice!
We will also meet Lavender’s friends **Mat** and his sidekick, **Fill**. They love to do laundry! Together, we will help Greg learn how to love doing his laundry.
When we do our laundry together, we will meet **PJ**. **PJ** is a cool sweatshirt who loves to dance!
We will do our **laundry** in five steps. They are:

1. **Sorting** (or helping the clothes find their friends)
2. **Washing** (or giving the clothes a bubble bath)
3. **Drying** (or warming up)
4. **Folding** (or tucking the clothes in for bed)
5. **Taking it Home**
When we do our laundry, there are lots of exciting things to see, hear, touch, and smell.
During the play, we will **feel** the sudsy water, **see** the clothes flying around in the dryer, **smell** the fresh laundry, and **hear** Fill’s music.
I can always say “yes please” or “no thank you.”

If the music gets too loud, I can ask my Laundry League friend for **headphones** to make it quieter.

If I ever need a break from the play, I can tell my Laundry League friend and we will go to the **quiet area**.
At the end of the play, I will take a piece of laundry home with me, and say “Good-bye!” to my new friends.